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A Classification of Modularly Complemented Geometric Lattices
JEFF KAHN* AND JOSEPH P. S. KUNG
A geometric lattice G is said to be modularly complemented if for every point in G, there exists
a modular copoint not containing it. We prove that a connected modularly complemented geometric
lattice of rank at least four is either a Dowling lattice or the lattice of flats of a projective geometry
with some of its points deleted.
A geometric lattice G is said to be modularly complemented if for every point p of G
there is a modular copoint of G not containing p. (Definitions may be found in [2], but
we recall a few here for the sake of clarity. A point is a flat of rank 1 and a copoint or
hyperplane is a flat of corank 1. A pair x and y of flats is said to form a modular pair if
r(x)+ r(y) = r(x v y)+ r(x Ay),
where r is the rank function of the geometric lattice G. A flat x is modular if for every
flat y of G, x and y form a modular pair.) There has been some recent interest in modularly
complemented geometric lattices (see [8] or [9]). In this paper, we prove that there are
essentially two types of modularly complemented geometric lattices. Our proof relies on
the ideas, but by no means the full strength of [5], and standard results in projective
geometry.
There are two natural classes of examples of modularly complemented geometric
lattices. The first are the Dowling lattices Qn(A), where A is a group. (For details, see
[4].) The second class of examples are the lattices of flats of a projective geometry
PG(n -1, Is) of dimension n -lover a (skew) field fs.
The Dowling lattices are minimal in the sense that if any point is deleted from a
Dowling lattice, the resulting lattice is no longer modularly complemented. However, this
property is not shared by the lattice of flats of a projective geometry. The points which
may be deleted can be described in the following way. Let {Pl' ... ,Pn} be a basis for the
projective geometry PG(n -1, Is) and let the points of PG(n -1, Is) be coordinatized as
n-tuples in Isn relative to the basis {Ph' .. ,Pn}' The Hamming weight (relative to the basis
{Ph"" Pn}) of a point P in PG(n -1, Is) is the number of nonzero coordinates in the
n-tuple coordinatizing p. A point P is said to be external if its Hamming weight is exactly
n; it is said to be internal otherwise. It is evident (and will follow from our proof later)
that for a lattice of flats of a subgeometry of PG( n -1, Is) to be modularly complemented
of rank n, it is necessary and sufficient that this subgeometry contain all the internal
points relative to some basis. In particular, the lattice of flats of the geometry [n(ls)
consisting of all the internal points of PG(n -1, Is) relative to a given basis is minimally
modularly complemented in the sense defined earlier.
THEOREM. Let G be a connected modularly complemented geometric lattice of (finite)
rank at least four. Then G is either
(a) a Dowling lattice, or
(b) the lattice of flats of a subgeometry of the projective geometry PG(n -1, Is) which
contains all the internal points relative to some fixed basis of PG(n -1, Is).
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We should perhaps remark that G is not assumed to be finite and that, as observed
at the end of this paper, there is little hope of any reasonable result when the rank of
Gis 3.
To prove the theorem, let G be a connected modularly complemented lattice of rank
n, when n ~ 4. As both types of examples have distinguished bases, our first task is to
construct such a basis. Observe that as every point has a modular copoint not containing
it, the intersection of all the modular copoints of G is 0, the minimum of the lattice G.
We select n of these modular copoints, t l , t', ... , t", such that their intersection is 0. By
modularity, the intersection of any n -1 of these copoints is a point and we set
Pi= t l " ••• r; t i - I " t H I " •.. " t".
The union (as sets of points) of the copoints t\ ... , t" is called a frame of G and the
points PI, ... .P« are called the joints of the frame. We refer to the flats spanned by proper
subsets of PI , ... ,Pn as faces. Note that each face is an intersection of modular copoints
and so is itself modular (see Lemma 2 in [7]).
Consider the face PI vP2 V P3' Suppose first that this face contains only the points on
the three modular lines PI v P2, P2 V P3, and P3 v PI' Then, by exactly the same proof as
in [5], Section 7 (which still works when G is infinite), we see that G contains only the
points on the modular lines Piv Pj, i, j E {I, 2, ... , n}, and G must be a Dowling lattice.
Now suppose that there is a point P in the face PI v P2 V P3 not on any of the three
modular lines PI v P2, P2 V P3, or P3 vPI' We assert that in this case, the interval [0, z] is
a projective geometry for every face z. To prove this assertion, we begin with a simple
but very useful lemma about geometric lattices in general.
LEMMA 1. Let u and v be modular flats in a geometric lattice Hand P a point in H not
contained in u. Then the flat (v v p) " u is also modular.
PROOF. We begin the proof with some preliminary remarks. We first recall a basic
fact about modular pairs. (See [1], p. 82 or [2], Prop. 2.8.)
(1) The flats x and y form a modular pair if and only if for every z:s;; y,
z v (x "y) = (z v x) s y.
From this, it follows that
(2) If rand s form a modular pair and t:s;; s, then rand t form a modular pair if and
only if r s sand t form a modular pair. To see this, observe that for any w:S;; t,
w v ir r; t) = w v «r" s)" t);
while if rand s form a modular pair, then
(w v r)" t = (w v r) " s " t
=(wv(r"s))"t.
We conclude that (*) holds for the pair rand t if and only if it holds for the pair r II s
and t.
From (2), we deduce the following two facts.
(3) If s is modular and t « s, then t is modular in H if and only if it is modular in the
interval [0, s].
(4) Suppose r is modular and s is any flat. Then,
(a) r r; s is modular in the lower interval [0, s];
(b) r v s is modular in the upper interval [s, 1].
[Note that (b) is just the (order) dual of (a).]
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Finally, we recall the following lemma. (See [1], Section IV.2 or [7], p. 215.)
(~) Let x be modular and y be any flat. Then the map
a~ a 1\ x: [y, x v y]..., [x 1\ y, x]
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is an isomorphism with inverse a~ a v y.
The ground thus prepared, we proceed to the proof of the lemma. If P ::s;; v, the lemma
obviously holds. We may thus assume that P~ v. Moreover, it suffices to consider the
case when v::s;;pvu=1. For, let v'=VI\(pvu). Then, taking x=v, y=pvu, and z=p
in (*), we obtain
pVV'=pv(VI\(pvu»
=(pvv)l\(pvu).
From this, we obtain
(p v v') 1\ U = (p v v) 1\ (p V u) 1\ U
=(pvv)l\u.
Since we only need to show that (p v v) 1\ u, which equals (p v v') 1\ U, is modular in u,
and since v'is modular in [0, P v u], we may replace v by v' and 1by P v u.
But now the proof is immediate since the isomorphism a~ a 1\ u: [p, 1]"" [0, u] takes
the modular flat P v v of [p, 1] to the flat (p v v) 1\ U of [0, u].
We also need the following observation about G.
LEMMA 2. Let I and 1 be two subsets of {I, 2, ... , n} with III= III= k and s be any flat
in G of rank n - k. Then
[0, V Pi] == [0, V qi] == [s, 1].
lEI IEJ
PROOF. This follows from the modularity of the faces ViEI Pi and the fact (see [9],
p. 87) that any two upper intervals in G of the same height are isomorphic.
Now observe that the lattices [0, z] are (obviously) connected. Thus, to justify our
assertion that they are projective geometries, it suffices to show that they are modular
(see [1], Section IV.7), and this in turn would follow if we can show that every line
contained in a face z is modular (i.e, meets all hyperplanes). To show this, we proceed
by induction on k, the rank of z, the case when k = 2 being already known.
Recall that the fundamental circuit of a point r relative to the basis {PI, ... ,Pn} is the
unique circuit contained in {r, Ph' .. ,Pn}' Let us refer to the set of p;'s in this circuit as
the support of r, orsupp(r). We may, without loss of generality, take z to be PI v P2 V ••• V Pk,
where 3::S;; k e: n -1. We first observe that as the faces are modular, we can write any line
contained in z as r v s, where both supp(r) and supp(s) are proper subsets Of{Ph"" Pk}'
In addition, our induction hypothesis allows us to assume that the union of these supports
is equal to {Ph' .. ,Pk}'
We first consider the case when r is one of the joints Pi> let us say r =PI' Then,
supp(s) = {P2' ... , Pk}' Let q be a point of PI v P2 V P« not contained in any of the lines
PI v P2, P2 V Pn, or PI V p.; Set
x = (PI V P3 V P4 V ••• v Pk) v q,
y = (P2V P3 V P4 V ••• v Pk) v Pn·
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By Lemma 1, the intersection X" Y is a modular copoint in the lattice [0, y] and so the
intersection (X" y) " (Pn V s) is a point q', Furthermore, as Pn, sex (either P« or SEX
would imply r(x) ~ k + 1), we find that q' ¢ Pn, s. We conclude by Lemma 1 that
PI v s = «PI v Pn) v q')" z
is modular.
The general case now follows easily. We know by the preceding argument that the lines
p; v rand P« v s are modular. There is thus some point q" other than P« or s on P« V s,
so we may invoke Lemma 1 to say that
r v s = «Pn V r) v q") " z
is modular. This completes the proof that the lattices [0, z] are projective geometries. We
remark that if G is finite, the counting argument in [5], Section 6 provides a shorter proof.
To finish the proof of the theorem, we distinguish two cases, rank( G) ~ 5 and rank( G) =
4. In the first case, observe that by Lemma 2, every upper interval [p, i], where P is a
point of G, is a projective geometry. Hence, by Kantor's embedding theorem [6], G can
be embedded into a projective geometry PG(n -1, ~). Note that G contains all the internal
points relative to the basis {q1>" " qn}, where qi are the images of the joints Pi under
the above embedding.
To take care of the case when rank( G) =4, we first show that the projective planes
Piv Pi V Pk, i, j, k E {I, 2, 3, 4} are Desarguesian. Recall that a collineation a of a projective
plane 7T is an automorphism of 7T as a combinatorial geometry. If I is a line and P is a
point not on I, a (p, Ir-central collineation is a collineation fixing every point on I and
fixing every line through the point p. A projective plane 7T is (p, Is-transitite if for any
two points rand s with r, s ¢ P, r, s e I, and P v r =P v s, there exists a (necessarily unique)
(p, I)-central collineation a such that a(r) = s. Our interest in central collineations is due
to the following result (see, for example, [3], p. 123).
PROPOSITION 1 (Baer). A projective plane is Desarguesian if and only if it is (p,/)-
transitive for every pair (p, I).
To apply this result, consider the planes 7TI =PI V P2 V P3 and 7T2 =P2 V P3 V P4 in G. The
planes 7TJ and 7T2 intersect in the line I=P2 V P3' Let a and b be two distinct points of G
not in 7TJ or 7T2' Consider the maps
ia: 7TJ~ 7T2, q~(q v ar « 7T2,
ib:7T2~7T1>q~(qvb)"7TI'
As 7TJ and 7T2 are modular, the maps ia and ib are isomorphisms and their composition
aab = ib0 ia is a collineation of 7TI'
LEMMA 3. Let P be the point of intersection of the line a v b with the modular plane 7TJ,
i.e. P = (a v by « 7TI' Then aab is a (p, Ir-central collineation.
The proof of Lemma 3 is straightforward. By varying our choices of a and b, we obtain
the central collineations needed to apply Proposition 1.
LEMMA 4. Let P be a point on the linePI v P2 distinct from P2' Then 7TJ is (p, I)-transitive.
PROOF. Let rand s be two points on 7TJ such that r, s ¢ P, r, s e I, and P v r =p v s.
Let t = (p v r)" I and let a be a point on the line P v P4 distinct from P and P4' (Such a
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point exists because Pt v P2 v P4 is a projective plane.) Now, let r' =(r va) II (t v P4) and
b =(r' v s) II (p v P4)' By construction, aab is a (p, I)-central collineation with aab(r) =s.
Repeating the above argument, we conclude that if p is any point on the lines Pt V P2,
P2 V P3, or Pt V P3, and 1 is any of the lines Pt V P2, P2 V P3, or Pt v P3 with pel, then 'ITt is
(p, I)-transitive. Finally, by a standard argument used in the Lenz-Barlotti classification
(see Theorems 17 and 18 in [3], p. 123), the (p, I)-transitivities obtained so far imply
(p, I)-transitivity for all pairs (p, 1). Hence, by Proposition 1, 'ITt is Desarguesian. As the
planes Pi v PjV Pk are isomorphic, they are all Desarguesian.
Our final task is to show that G can be embedded into a projective geometry. This
follows from the next lemma.
LEMMA 5. Let G be a combinatorial geometry of rank 4 containing two modular
Desarguesian projectiveplanes 'ITt and 'lT2 with line of intersection 1, and suppose there exists
an isomorphism of 1I't and 'lT2 fixing 1pointwise. Then G can be embedded into a projective
geometry.
PROOF. Choose a basis {PI> P2,P3,P4} of G so that 'ITt =Pt V P2 V P3, 'lT2 =P2 V P3 V P4,
and 1=P2 V P3' As 1I't and 'lT2 are Desarguesian and isomorphic, they are both isomorphic
to a projective plane PG(2, Is) over some skew field Is- Choose a basis {qI> q2, q3, q4} of
PG(3, Is). Then 'ITt and 'lT2 can be embedded into PG(3, Is) by identifying Pi with qi and
identifying the other points in 'ITt and 11'2 consistently with this.
To embed the remaining points (if any) of G, we need the following standard fact. Its
(easy) proof is left to the reader.
LEMMA 6. Let Ut and U2 be two distinct projectiveplanes in PG(3, Is) and let m = Utll U2'
If i: Ut ~ U2 is an isomorphism fixing the line m pointwise, then there exists a unique point
a in PG(3, Is) such that i = ia , where ia is the isomorphism given by
Now let t be a point in G not contained in 'ITt or 'lT2' As 'ITt and 'lT2 are modular, the
map it: 'ITt ~ 'lT2, q~(q V t) 1I'lT2 is an isomorphism. This yields an isomorphism i of the
images of 'ITt and 11'2 in PG(3, Is) fixing the line 'lTtll'IT2 pointwise. By Lemma 6, there
exists a point t' in PG(3, Is) with it'= i. We identify t with t', It is straightforward but
tedious to verify that this defines an embedding of G into PG(3, Is).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
What can happen when rank( G) = 3? When n = 3, the minimal example IJCIs) is in fact
the Dowling lattice Q3(Is X ) , where Is x is the multiplicative group of the field Is- However,
when n =3, the construction of QJCA) works for A a quasigroup: i.e, it works even when
the binary operation in A is not associative (see [4], p. 78, for details). The wide range
of possible examples indicates that a neat description is improbable.
We end this paper with a remark prompted by the last two lemmas.
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a combinatorial geometry consisting of two hyperplanes 'ITt
and 'lT2 which intersect in a modular coline (or flat of corank 2) 1. Let 1: be the set of all
isomorphisms a: 'ITt ~ 'lT2 which fix 1 pointwise. Then G is a spanning subgeometry of a
combinatorial geometry G+ on the set 1I't U 'lT2 U 1: satisfying
(a) no point of1: lies in 'ITt U 'lT2, and
(b) the isomorphism a E 1: is equal to the isomorphism q~ (p va) II 'lT2'
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We omit the proof, but the reader should have no trouble defining the remaining flats of
0+ and verifying the proposition. A particularly nice class of such examples, due to A.
Herzer (unpublished), is obtained by taking "IT! and "IT2 to be translation planes with
translation line L
NOTE. D. Sachs has pointed out to us that special cases of some of these results
appear in his paper 'Partition and modulated lattices', Pac. J. Math. 2 (1961), 325-345.
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